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桃 園 市 立 大 有 國 民 中 學 1 0 8 學 年 度 第 二 學 期 第 一 次 評 量 試 卷 

年 級 九 
考 試 

科 目 
English 

命 題 

範 圍 

Book6 U1-U3 

Review1 

作 答 

時 間 
45 分 

班 級  姓 名  座 號  分 數  

共 40 題請仔細作答！ 電腦卡請寫上班級、座號、姓名，並務必將座號劃記正確。

一、綜合測驗(50%) 

1. (   )  Benny is so excited that he just won first       in the dancing show. 

 (A) price     (B) place     (C) change     (D) package 

2. (   ) Jeffery has never been to the USA.        

 (A) Neither have I.     (B) I have, either.     (C) so do I.     (D) Neither do I. 

3. (   ) This problem has       me for a few days.  I need to turn to Dr. Yang for help. 

 (A) hopped     (B) tricked     (C) bugged     (D) adopted 

4. (   ) If you don’t want to make your plan fail again, just plan it      .  

 (A) outside     (B) backwards     (C) almost     (D) ahead 

5. (   ) The big exam is around the corner, isn’t it?  Stop       your time watching TV or playing cellphone games. 

 (A) wasting     (B) affecting     (C) watering     (D) stealing 

6. (   ) Sorry, I didn’t hear you clearly.  Could you       what you said again? 

 (A) riddle     (B) recycle     (C) copy     (D) repeat 

7. (   ) A: I really like your sketch(素描), and may I cut it and       it at my notebook? 

B: Sure!  It’s my pleasure. 

 (A) plate     (B) plant     (C) paste     (D) couplet 

8. (   ) A: The price of this sweater is too high for me.  How about NT$500? 

B: Sorry, ma’am!  I can’t decide it.  I have to ask our       first. 

 (A) artist     (B) lawyer     (C) clerk     (D) shopkeeper 

9. (   )  Students, you will have a math test today.  But it’s not so hard.  You can do well on the test       you pay 

attention to what I say in class. 

 (A) as soon as     (B) until     (C) before     (D) as long as 

10. (   ) The floor was so dirty because it       for two weeks. 

 (A) hadn’t been mopped     (B) hadn’t mopped     (C) didn’t mop     (D) hasn’t been mopped 

11. (   ) We were told by the lady that the man       to his wife many times. 

 (A) have lied     (B) was lying    (C) lies     (D) had lied 

12. (   ) Cindy was playing computer games when her sister      . 

 (A) was entering the room     (B) entered the room     (C) has entered the room    (D) had entered the room 

13. (   ) We’ll go to Grandma’s house this weekend.  You can       go with us       stay at home yourself. 

 (A) not only ; but     (B) both ; and     (C) either ; or     (D) neither ; nor 

14. (   ) Since Linda played a trick on me, I       for a chance to get even. 

 (A) have waited      (B) have been waited      (C) waited     (D) was waited 

15. (   )       Annie       Bonnie have stopped exercising at the gym for weeks because of the Coronavirus disease 

outbreak. 

 (A) Neither ; nor     (B) Either ; or     (C) Both ; and     (D) Not only ; but also 

16. (   ) While Raven       in the bathroom, his younger brother turned off the light intentionally. 

 (A) took a bath     (B) was taking a bath     (C) is taking a bath     (D) had taken a bath 

17. (   )  If nobody       the dog after seven days, he       it. 

 (A) will claim ; will adopt     (B) will claim ; adopts     (C) claims ; will adopt     

(D) has claimed ; would adopt 

18. (   ) When a typhoon hits, we       go out. 

 (A) couldn’t     (B) can’t be    (C) won’t be able to     (D) won’t can  
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Ellen: Hello and welcome to Ellen Show.  I’m Ellen Gordon.  My guest today is Penny Hu, a young college student 

who   26.    her first million dollars at the age of twenty.  Penny, welcome to Ellen Show.  It’s nice to see you.  

We know that   27.    more than one million dollars so far.  That must be exciting.  How did you make it? 

Penny: Well, I understand that modern people are just too busy to do their own shopping.  So, my friends and I 

  28.    a great idea.  We would do the shopping for people and deliver the goods they needed to their house.  

And it worked!  People love our service.  They say we’ve saved them a lot of time and trouble. 

Ellen: You’re really a smart woman.  Penny, good luck to you.  Thank you very much. 

Penny: Thank you.  Thank you so much. 

Many wild animals are now disappearing from the earth.  For example, the number of the lions is also 

decreasing.  What can we do to help save endangered animals that live on the earth?  Here are some good ways 

that we can   29.   . 

1. Don’t buy anything which is   30.    endangered animals. 

2. Stop catching or selling endangered animals. 

3. Plant a tree and build a birdhouse in the back of your house.  Or put out food and water for birds, especially in 

winter. 

4. Don’t pollute.  Make the earth a better and cleaner place to live. 

5. Learn all about endangered animals and   31.    with your friends.  Let them know how important endangered 

animals are to us. 

 If we care more about endangered animals and do what we can do to help them, they will have a   32.    

chance to live and grow. 

 

19. (   ) Tom was preparing for an important test.  He kept studying       his mother told him to take a rest and have 

some snacks.  

 (A) because     (B) until     (C) if     (D) after 

20. (   )       the puppy, the vet told them that she didn’t have a microchip.  

 (A) After checking     (B) Because checking     (C) Although check   (D) Before check 

21. (   ) This old building was a library, but it is empty (空的) now.  The building has a long history.  It       before 

my grandfather       born. 

 (A) is built ; is     (B) has built ; has been     (C) had been built ; was     (D) had built ; was 

22. (   ) A: I can’t find my wallet.  It       neither in my bag nor in the room.  Could you help me find it? 

B: Cool down!  We can look for it together. 

 (A) isn’t     (B) does     (C) doesn’t     (D) is 

23. (   )       Lisa had gone home, Peter arrived at the restaurant. 

(A) Then     (B) Before     (C) After     (D) Since 

24. (   ) Abby slept so late last night that she       in Mr. Lin’s class this morning. 

 (A) took action     (B) heard of     (C) nodded off     (D) learned a lesson 

25. (   ) I have five cute puppies.  One is black, and       are white. 

 (A) the others    (B) others     (C) another     (D) the other 

 

二、克漏字測驗(14%) 

【26-28】 

 guest來賓；deliver遞送；goods商品；service服務 

 

【29-32】 

 disappear消失；decrease減少；endangered快要絕種的；pollute汙染 

26. (   )  (A) makes     (B) made    (C) had made     (D) was making 

27. (   ) (A) you made     (B) you make     (C) you’ve made     (D) you were making 

28. (   ) (A)had     (B) have     (C) were having    (D) have had 
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Bullying is nothing new, but cyberbullying is.  Cyberbullying comes in many forms.  Sometimes, it’s easy to 

stop because if someone doesn’t respect you and you can delete them from your friend list or block them.  But 

it sometimes goes beyond that.  Cyberbullies may use their cellphones to prank call or message you, or they 

send weird pictures of you to your classmates.  The best thing you can do is to take screenshots of everything 

and then keep that to show your teacher or your parents. 

It is important to feel safe and if you have some problems with bullying or think one of your friends might 

be, it’s a good idea to talk.  If it’s something you feel you can’t deal with, you are not alone.  Many others have 

gone through similar situations, just like you.  They will probably have some good advice.  Just don’t let it get 

to you like it did Cindy.   

Even though Cindy was popular and young, only 24, she was still deeply hurt by the hateful words people 

said about her online.  Some people may look happy all the time, but they may really be sad by bullies.  Cindy’s 

family misses her after she killed herself.  Her older brother hopes people will be more aware of the pain that 

hurtful messages can cause.   

 

   

  

 

三、閱讀測驗(16%) 

【33-35】 

delete刪除；block封鎖；beyond超越；prank惡作劇；screenshot螢幕截圖；similar相似的；situation情況；aware

意識到  

33. (   ) What is cyberbullying? 

 (A) Someone hurts another one on the Internet.      

(B) You send funny or cute pictures to another one. 

(C) You call someone’s name online. 

(D) You pretend(假裝) to be another one on the Net. 

34. (   ) Which one is true about Cindy? 

 (A) Cindy is a sad girl because she has no friends online. 

(B) Cindy’s family misses her a lot because she is dead. 

(C) Cindy is the only one who faced cyberbullying. 

(D) Cindy did something bad to herself because her brother hated her. 

35. (   ) According to the reading, what can we do if we are in a similar situation like Cindy? 

 (A) Just send mean messages or pictures to the one who is bad to us. 

(B) We can take screenshots and give them to the police. 

(C) Just pretend(假裝) we are happy and never cry because that may make our parents worried. 

(D) We can talk to some people who have been in similar situations to us and they may give some good advice. 

【36-37】 

 The children are playing a Bingo game with the table below.  The player whose answers make a straight line 

gets a Bingo and wins the game. 

29. (   ) (A) kill them      (B) make good use of them     (C) help them     (D) know them better 

30. (   ) (A) eaten by     (B) written about     (C) made from     (D) taken care of 

31. (   ) (A) catch endangered animals     (B) share your knowledge     (C) do something exciting   

(D) get away from them 

32. (   ) (A) fewer     (B) better     (C) more     (D) safer 
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36. (   )   Who doesn’t have a Bingo in the game? 

(A) Chole:  ○1  I look up to those who are friendly and nice to others. 

○2  My math was poor.  But once when I got my test paper back, I couldn’t believe my eyes! 

   I got full marks. 

○3  No homework is the happiest thing for children at this age. 

(B) Chanel: ○1  I’ll make the rich share their money with the poor. 

○2  Ella, perhaps.  She brings me a lot of joy, and I can’t think of a day without her. 

○3  Henry likes to laugh at others.  He’s the last guy I want to make friends with. 

(C) Louis:  ○1  Last night, Dad and I watched a movie together.  Surprisingly, he kept crying like a baby 

 because he was so touched. 

○2  Having a lot of tests is the worst thing for teenagers at this age. 

○3  I’d like to be the leader of the country when I grow up. 

(D) Lagerfeld:  ○1  I will stop countries from fighting each other. 

○2  I thought Mom and Dad wouldn’t let me study abroad, but I was so surprised that they 

 said “Yes” without second thought. 

○3  I have never been hurt by anyone before. 
 

37. (   ) What may we not know from the game? 

 (A) Who children like to be in the future. 

(B) What is good or bad in children’s life. 

(C) When children were hurt by someone. 

(D) What kids want to learn most and least. 

 

【38-40】 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 shock震驚；photographer攝影師；desperately絕望地；seal海豹；melt融化；threaten威脅 

 

38. (   ) What do we learn about the polar bear? 

 (A) It attacked the photographers. 

《1.》What is the best thing 

about being seven years old? 

《2.》Who is the person you can 

not live without?  Why? 

《3.》Who would you like to be 

in the future? 

《4.》Who do you look down 

on?  Why? 

《5.》What kind of person do 

you look up to? 

《6.》What is the worst thing of 

being fifteen years old? 

《7.》If you can do one thing to 

change the world, what will you 

do? 

《8.》When was the last time 

someone hurt you? 

《9.》Was there any surprising 

moment in your life?  What 

was that? 

 People around the world were shocked by a video of a starving polar bear.  Paul Nicklen, a nature 

photographer, saw the animal with his team in Canada’s far north.  Polar bears are usually large and heavy, but 

this one was very thin and skinny.  It was weak and desperately looking for food.  The photographers stayed 

away because hungry bears can be very dangerous. 

 Polar bears live on ice and eat seals.  In the summer, when the ice melts, they can’t catch as much food.  

Because of climate change, warmer weather is melting more ice and threatening the bears.  Scientists said that 

the bears in the video might have been sick for other reasons, though.  Even so, the video helps show what 

warm weather can do to polar bears. 
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(B) It was bigger than other polar bears. 

(C) It was traveling north toward a town. 

(D) It wasn’t strong because it was so hungry. 

39. (   ) Why did the photographers stay away from the polar bear? 

 (A) The bear ran so fast. 

(B) It wasn’t safe to get close to a hungry bear. 

(C) They didn’t have anything for the bear to eat. 

(D) They were on a boat when they saw the bear. 

40. (   ) What did the scientists say about the polar bear? 

 (A) There may be a different reason why it was so weak. 

(B) It will try to hunt for other animals than seals. 

(C) The ice melts soon and it is good for polar bears to catch seals. 

(D) Some bears are changing colors because they’re so hungry.  

 


